
CANADIAN RIVIER A
Fall for the Gulf Islands

HEAT OF THE NIGHT
Tropical-inspired formalwear

TURN OF THE CENTURY 
Astondoa’s new flagship series
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BEST 
OF 2015: 

ShowBoats 
Design 
Awards

If you can dream it...
  most outrageous design requests

WHAT ’S LUXURY? 
One owner’s ideas may  
surprise you

3 destinations so remote there will be  
NOT A YACHT IN SIGHT 
Page 127

MAKE A WISH
The story behind this 207-foot Benetti’s  

auspicious name
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Wo r d s  –  L o u i s a  B e c k e t t

It’s always island time on Horizon’s new E88 yacht 
designed for rum cocktails and paddleboards.

BAHAMAS 
BOUND An open flybridge (left) and 

foredeck lounge (below) are two 
of the four outdoor spaces that 
optimize this model for the easy, 
breezy island lifestyle.   

number of its models destined for the Australian market by moving 
the galley aft — a preference that is pervasive Down Under.

The E88 Open Bridge, however, is by far the most comprehensive 
re-imagining of a Horizon model with a specific market in mind. 
This was immediately apparent as we stepped aboard. When the 
transom hatch is open, the beach club area — incorporating the yacht’s 
integral swim step, a hydraulic swim platform and the lazarette —  
is huge. The crew has space to set out loungers or a small table and 
chairs on this expansive teak-lined “beach,” while the hydraulic 
platform that lowers into the water makes it easy for everyone to get 
into and out of the sea. 

A couple of steps down into the lazarette area is an “outdoor 
kitchen” with lots of practical Corian counter space and faux-teak 
flooring — perfect for a drink or snack after a nice swim. This air-
conditioned space has a sink, microwave, refrigerator and freezer 
drawers, icemaker and pantry. For a snack in the shade, there’s also a 
small sofa served by a tabletop that slides out of the opposite counter. 

Just add water — preferably the sparkling, teal-blue kind found 
in the Bahamas — and you have an inviting, self-sufficient spot for 
owners and guests to spend a day on the hook sunning and playing 
with the yacht’s water toys (which are stored up on the flybridge).

But wait — this yacht is 94 feet long, counting the swim platform, 
and its waterline length is only 77-and-a-half feet. Surely Horizon’s 
designers had to give up some sizeable real estate inside the boat to 
create this outdoor social space.

It’s now common practice for a shipyard to modify a few 
features on a yacht model to suit the tastes of owners in 
a different market. For example, British yacht builders 
often add more refrigerator space and icemakers to their 
U.S.-bound boats in order to satisfy American owners’ 
thirst for cold beer and ice cubes in their gin-and-tonics. 
U.S. builders, in turn, will enclose an open galley or create 

a formal dining area to fulfill European owners’ desire for greater 
privacy and separation between guests and crew.

Recently, Horizon took this concept to a new level by developing 
a “location-specific” version of its E88 motor yacht model. The 
four-stateroom Horizon E88 Open Bridge, which made its world 
debut at the 2015 Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, is a 
riff on the original, incorporating new, purpose-built features to 
enhance owners’ and guests’ enjoyment of a particular cruising 
area — in this case, the islands.

“The location-specific models were born out of a discussion with 
Horizon owners. This one, we did for the Bahamas,” says Roger 
Sowerbutts, director of Horizon Yacht USA. “It is an Open Bridge 
model with a beach club, which is very unusual on a boat of this 
size. It has a large forward seating area and a shallow, five-foot, six-
inch draft.” An open main deck layout with a “see-through” galley 
and airy, beach-house décor also make the new E88 ideal for island-
hopping and anchoring out in the Bahamas and similar locales.

This is not the first location-specific model that Horizon has 
launched. Earlier, the shipyard built an E78 model for the Great 
Lakes with a lower helm station to help lengthen the boating 
season, and a hydraulic hardtop that lowers nearly eight feet at the 
push of two buttons to allow the yacht to fit under fixed bridges. In 
addition, Horizon has radically changed the main deck layout on a 
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Wo r d s  –  L o u i s a  B e c k e t t

It’s always island time on Horizon’s new E88 yacht 
designed for rum cocktails and paddleboards.
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Or did they? Closing the hydraulic transom hatch transforms the 
beach club into a nicely appointed mess for a two- or three-person 
crew with a washer/dryer concealed in a cabinet to starboard and  
a spot to mount a TV on the counter opposite the sofa.

A corridor leads forward into the crew quarters, which also 
can be accessed via stairs from the main deck. They encompass a 
captain’s cabin with double berth, a double bunkroom and a head 
compartment with separate shower. The crew will have to share 
this head not only among themselves but also with owners and 
guests using the beach club. But, by giving this lazarette area a dual 
purpose — one by day, the other by night — Horizon’s design team 
has hit on a clever, space-maximizing solution.

In keeping with its “life in the islands” mission, the E88 Open 
Bridge has three other big outdoor social areas. Dual stairways 
from the beach club lead up to an aft deck that features a full bar 
with sink and icemaker alongside a dining area that can seat eight 
guests. On the foredeck, a large lounge combines a cocktail table 
and settee with two sunpads with adjustable backrests.

The final al fresco living spot is found up top. The first Horizon 
E88 to launch was an Enclosed Bridge skylounge version that 
offered three levels of indoor living. By contrast, this new version 
turns the entire flybridge into an outdoor party deck complete with 
nearly 360-degree views, a full bar (with swing-out bar stools) and 

a large dining area. Owners and guests won’t 
miss creature comforts because the yacht’s 
perfectly custom-fitted clear enclosure keeps 
the wind out and the air conditioning in. 

Our tour of the E88’s exterior social spaces 
concluded at the flybridge helm, where 
Sowerbutts took the controls for a sea trial 
off Palm Beach, Florida. An experienced 
captain, he eschewed the yacht’s bow and 
stern thrusters when pulling away from the 
dock. “There’s no need with this hull,” he said. 

One thing that has not changed on this 
model is the John Lindblom-designed hull 
with its wide, wave-smashing 21-foot beam. 
Once out into the Atlantic and heading 
north in 10 to 15 knots of breeze, the yacht accelerated quickly up 
to her 22.5-knot top speed. Powered by twin 1,800-hp Caterpillar 
C32 ACERT diesels, she steamed smoothly through three- to 
four-foot head seas. 

In front of the iconic Breakers Hotel, Sowerbutts put the E88 
into a tight turn, slowing only to about 16 to 17 knots. She executed 

the turn like a race car in a hairpin. 
While the Horizon E88 can be equipped 

with a full lower helm station, the Open 
Bridge model puts an emphasis on driving 
from the flybridge, island-style. In place 
of a formal lower helm, our yacht has a 
country kitchen-style dining area with 
views through the large forward windows. 
This airy space also conceals a surprise — a 
helm-in-a-box. With compact but complete 
controls, it allows the captain to run the 
boat from here in case the weather is too 
inclement to remain up top. This is another 
example of a clever design idea that makes 
dual use out of a single space.

Sowerbutts gives a lot of credit for the new E88 Open Bridge’s 
innovations to Horizon owners. “Loyal owners are part of the 
design process. Even owners who buy ten-year-old boats have 
great ideas,” he said.

The voice of experience comes across loud and clear in this  
new yacht.  

An open main deck 
layout and airy,  

beach-house décor  
make the new E88 ideal 

for island-hopping  
and anchoring out 

 in the Bahamas.

All four staterooms, 
including the full-
beam master (left) 
and twin cabins  
(below) are on the 
lower deck. Below 
left: The beach club 
includes a lazarette 
area with an 
“outdoor kitchen,” 
perfect for a snack  
or drink right out  
of the water. 

Right: Instead of a full lower helm station, the E88 has a mini helm: 
Everything one needs to drive the yacht in a compact package that 
doesn’t infringe on the country kitchen-style dining space. 
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E88 – Horizon

LOA: 94' (28.6m)

LWL: 77' 3" (23.5m)

Beam: 21' (6.4m)

Draft: 5' 6" (1.7m)

Displacement: 86 tonnes

Power: 2 x 1,800-hp Caterpillar  
C32 ACERT

Speed (max/cruise): 22.5/19.5 knots 

Range: 1,100 nm @ 10 knots

Fuel capacity: 2,700 U.S. gallons

Freshwater capacity: 500 U.S. gallons

Generators: 2 x 32kW Onan

Stabilizers: Zero speed

Thrusters: ABT bow and stern, hydraulic

Builder/year:  
Horizon/2016 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
w: horizonyacht.com

Horizon Yacht USA 
t: (561) 721-4850 
e: info@horizonyachtusa.com 
w: horizonyachtusa.com

F l y b r i d g e M a i n  d e c k L o w e r  d e c k

50ft

0ft

25ft

See-through:  
You can see all  

the way forward 
on the main deck 

thanks to the  
open galley.

Where’s the party? 
The open bridge 
offers plenty of 

room for socializing 
and dining al fresco.

Sleeping 
arrangements:  

A sliding bed can 
turn each twin cabin 

into a double.

Share and share 
alike: The crew 

share a head with 
guests using the 

beach club.

Play all day: The aft 
part of the swim 

platform hydraulically 
lowers, making 

watersports a breeze 
to access.

Tender: 16'

Owners and guests: 8

Crew: 3

Construction: Fiberglass

Naval architecture:  
John H V Lindblom Yacht Design

Interior design: Horizon 
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